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Lisbon - Portugal 2019
Portugal hosted the 23rd meeting on March 23th and 24th, in Lisbon. It was
the 5th time of ETL in Portugal. The meeting was attended by the following
participants:
Austria, Belgium, France, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal,
Scotland, Switzerland and Tenerife.

TOY LIBRARIES IN THE PRESENT AND FUTURE
ETL continues working steady each year. For one and a half days, members
share experiences, thoughts and challenges:


The first part of the meeting was, as usual, the short reports from each
country. Despite some difficulties, toy libraries are still a strong reality
in Europe, new spaces do arise and the national associations working
hard to raise awareness for the importance of these spaces for people of
all ages and communities;



Results from last year’s small presentations on partnership between toy
libraries and digital play were shared;



Small group discussions collected proposals which members tried out or
which could be taken into consideration regarding new avenues to stay
attractive.

More than 20 members attended the meeting in Lisbon

NEW AVENUES TO STAY ATTRACTIVE
This continues to be a crucial matter for toy libraries across Europe and ETL members
discussed in 5 small groups what they did in the last year and what can be done in the
future.
The idea that toy libraries are an important resource all across Europe, not only for
children but for families and elderly, was stated by all and this message should be delivered to States and stakeholders.
For this to happen, toy libraries should gather evidence on the work they are doing and
how it supports the right to play. Partnerships with universities can be an excellent way
to achieve this matter. Also, evaluation should be a regular action on toy libraries: once
more, gather evidence on the impact toy libraries’ work have on their users and communities (e.g. social, health and environmental benefits) .
Also, the professional qualification can help on toy libraries’ recognition and be a way
to improve the services’ quality. Nevertheless, there are few countries that have specific
training for toy librarians (usually it is on play globally).

Group photo in Lisbon

Toy libraries are an important resource all across Europe and this message
should be delivered to States and stakeholders
DIGITAL PLAY
Positive and negative aspects of digital play were discussed.
On the positive matters, play with screens can be used to exercise creativity, prepare
children for their digital future and can be used effectively for children’s development
if parents understand the balance between all play types including digital. Adapted IT
devices can help children with disabilities to play.
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Digital play is only a problem when it dominates a child’s life to the exclusion of more
traditional play. It is worrying that children are given tablets and phones to relieve
boredom as when children play alone, they lose connection with the real and concrete
world. Interactive communication is centrally important for a child’s development and
should be balanced with technology not replaced by it. It is a fact that certain types of
games could be violent or harmful and it can be difficult to control children’s access to
the Internet.

A NATIONAL CONFERENCE WITH AN EUROPEAN TOUCH
For the first time, ETL members participated in the Portuguese national conference
on play activity called Natália Pais in remembrance of one of the most important figures in play activity in Portugal. It was held on 25th March in Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation under the theme “Toy Libraries - An International Reality”.
The group had two round tables. On the first on Renate Fuchs presented the group
and the representatives from Greece, Tenerife and Switzerland shared experiences
and answered questions that arouse from Portuguese participants, namely on the
lending of toys. In the second one it was time for members from the Netherlands,
France, Belgium, Italy and Luxembourg continued the discussion on matters like volunteers in toy libraries, toy libraries for special needs and mobile toy libraries.

Round Table Discussion

Natália Pais Conference Opening Cerimony

“It is a great moment to open a Portuguese conference with European
participation and I am very proud to be a part of it.“
Renate Fuchs
We highlight also the communication made by Lesley Fox from Smart Play Network
who shared Scotland’s National Play Policy inspiring the more than 190 participants
from north to south of Portugal to get together and advocate for play and toy libraries
even further.

ETL Members presenting their work

After the international exchange, the conference had also a round table for national
experiences with presentations from Cascais Network of Play Spaces, Seia’s Toy
Library, Sintra’s Network of Play Equipaments and ACEP - Viana do Castelo.
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Meeting in 2020
Date: March 27th –28th
Location: Austria

NEXT MEETING: AUSTRIA, GRAZ
The next ETL meeting will take place in Austria on March 27-28th.
It will be the return of the group to Austria in a meeting that will be hosted by
Ludovico.

SOCIAL PROGRAMME
The group had the chance, as usual, to experience the country’s culture and also
to get to know a play space. The Municipality of Sintra has a network of play centers, the first one (Rio de Mouro) in functionment since 1995. ETL visited the
“Centro Lúdico das Lopas”, that was created in 2001 and has been a very important resource for the community over the years. There, the group had also the
opportunity to participate in the opening of an exhibition on Cape Verde.
We thank all the people who helped to organize this meeting and the social
programme for such an enriching time spent in Lisbon.
Sintra Play Centre (Lopas)

Group Photo

ETL members get inspired by the national work they get to know in the
meetings
ETL HISTORY AND MEMBERS
The Group of European Toy Libraries (ETL) was founded in 1996 during
the 7th International Conference on Toy Libraries in Zurich (Switzerland).
ETL is committed to the beliefs that play, playthings and playful interaction are essential to optimal education, physical, psychological, social and
cultural development. It has as members : Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Denmark, England, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece, Cyprus, Hungary, Italy,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Russia,
Scotland, Spain, Switzerland, Tenerife and Turkey.
ETL works in cooperation with the International Toy Libraries Association
(ITLA) . For more information take a look at the group’s website:
https://etlgroup.wixsite.com/europeantoylibraries
NEW MEMBER: LUDOLAND DUDELANG (LUXEMBOURG)
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ETL welcomes the members of Ludoland Dudelang. We were very happy to
see toy libraries expanding and we expect to see members from Luxembourg
in the next few years!

